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Infant mortality is not an adequate summary measure of population health

C D Mathers, J A Salomon, C J L Murray

Measuring the quantity of interest

The World Health Organisation (WHO) annually reports infant mortality rates (IMR), child mortality rates, adult mortality rates, average life expectancies, and healthy life expectancies for all 191 member states. IMR correlates highly with HALE across these 191 member states in 2000 (r=0.93). Reidpath and Allotey argue that IMR is an acceptable proxy measure of population health because of this high correlation.

Inspection of the country specific estimates of HALE and IMR reveals that, despite the high correlation, there are substantial variations both in adult mortality and in the average loss of full health at any given level of IMR. In the nine countries with an IMR in the range of 6–7 per 1000, for example, there is a range of 71 to 80 in life expectancy at birth and a range of 10% to 15% in the proportion of total life expectancy lost through living in years of less than full health. As a more specific example, females in India and Zimbabwe both had IMRs close to 63 per 1000 in the year 2000, but the life expectancies at birth for these two populations were 46.0, and 62.7 years, respectively.

Correlation of variables in itself is no argument to use one as a proxy for the other in scientific analyses. For example, breast cancer mortality rates in women correlate highly with age (r=0.95 for Australia, New Zealand, and Japan using average levels of population health, the gap in total life expectancy at birth has widened from 16 years to 20 years. In sub-Saharan Africa, infant mortality rates have declined by 17% over the past decade, whereas adult mortality (the probability of dying between ages 15 and 60) has increased by 37% reflecting the devastating impact of the AIDS epidemic. Clearly IMR is not an adequate summary measure for monitoring trends and differentials in population health.

Good science entails measuring the quantity of interest rather than using a proxy with an additional error term that is unknown (until we measure the quantity of interest). Without measuring average levels of population health, the most important outcome of the health system, it is impossible to assess whether health policies are working—whether levels of health are improving and inequalities are being reduced. Health policy is not aimed only at reducing mortality. Substantial resources are devoted to reducing the incidence and prevalence of conditions that cause ill health but not death, and to reducing their impact on people’s lives. So it is important to capture both fatal and non-fatal health outcomes in any summary measure of population health (SMPH).

Broad interest and use of SMPH in the policy arena demonstrates the recognition of their value at the practical level for monitoring population health. Mortality indicators are not adequate for this purpose, given the considerable policy interest for many populations as to whether—and to what extent—gains in life expectancy have been accompanied by improvements in health status. The World Health Reports use healthy life expectancy as a summary measure of the level of population health in member countries in order to provide a comparative assessment of average levels of health, supported by more detailed estimates of mortality and burden of disease by age, sex, and cause. Over time, successive reporting on healthy life expectancy will provide evidence of progress towards achieving global goals for improving health, fatal and non-fatal, for people of all ages.
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